
Two types of restructuring in Japanese—Evidence from scope and binding 

Synopsis This paper argues that there are two types of restructuring in Japanese—lexical (LR) 
and functional restructuring (FR). FR arises when a restructuring verb merges as part of the func-
tional clausal spine (Cinque 2001), whereas LR is the result of a main V combining with a non-
propositional vP. The analysis provides a principled account of the different behavior of recon-
struction in potential constructions (FR) vs. forget-type restructuring (LR), as well as the bind-
ing, case, and transitivity properties in Japanese and restructuring cross-linguistically. 
Anti-reconstruction effect A crucial property of Japanese restructuring is the so-called anti-
reconstruction effect (ARE)—the observation that in (certain) restructuring contexts, elements 
belonging to the embedded predicate (both arguments, (1a,c), and adjuncts, (1b)) must take 
scope over the matrix V (Saito & Hoshi 2000, Bobaljik & Wurmbrand 2005, 2007, Takahashi 
2010, 2011). Although originally, potential (POT) constructions with NOM objects have also been 
claimed to involve an ARE (Sano 1985, Tada 1992, Koizumi 1995, i.a.), more recently, the exis-
tence of low scope in POT contexts has been recognized (see Takano 2003, Nomura 2003, 2005, 
Takahashi 2010, 2011, i.a.). As shown in (2), a DAT argument, (2a), modifier, (2b,c), and in cer-
tain contexts even a NOM object, (2d), can be interpreted in the scope of POT. We propose that the 
difference between POT and forget-constructions is that the matrix V is a functional head (spe-
cifically v) in the former, whereas it is a main V in the latter. As shown in (3a), forget combines 
with a non-propositional vP (see below). Following the standard view that quantifiers must com-
bine with a clause-denoting expression (of type <t>; Heim and Kratzer 1998), a QP originating 
in the embedded predicate must move at least to the matrix vP to be properly interpreted. This 
straightforwardly derives the fact that all QPs must take matrix scope in LR. In FR, we propose 
that the POT affix is inserted as a v.POT-head, (3b). Since v.POT is stative, it selects an experiencer 
subject and does not license ACC (only v.AGENT does). The embedded object thus becomes case-
dependent on T, eventually being assigned NOM. The matrix vP is again the lowest type <t> 
node, and thus QPs move and adjoin to vP. The difference between LR and POT (FR) is that the 
latter is a bound modal root, which must move to a higher Mod head. In this position, POT takes 
scope over vP-adjoined QPs, deriving the scope POT»QP. To derive the scope QP»POT, the lower 
copy of POT is interpreted. We propose further that NOM arguments move to Spec,TP. As shown 
in (3c) (word order ignored), the increased difficulty of NOM objects to take scope below POT can 
then be related to the fact that two of the possible copy choices yield the scope NOM»POT (NOM2, 
POT2; NOM1, POT 1), and only one choice (NOM1, POT2) yields the scope POT»NOM. Thus, low 
scope of NOM objects is not excluded, but requires a mixed copy choice, which may be dis-
preferred. Finally, POT contexts with ACC objects are N(on-)R(estructuring) cases in (3d). 
Restructuring vP is non-propositional  Following Wurmbrand (2013), we assume that LR in-
volves a vR-head which lacks v and φ-feature values, (4a). Lacking an AGENT value, vR cannot 
assign ACC, nor introduce a subject. Instead vR merges with matrix V directly. The next step, 
(4b), involves Merge of matrix v, which values the v-feature of vR. Lastly, in (4c), the matrix sub-
ject is merged, which values the φ-features of both matrix v and vR, thereby establishing an ar-
gument-of relation with both predicates. Evidence for the lack of an embedded subject comes 
from binding in (5): since implicit arguments cannot bind anaphors, a non-propositional (PRO-
less) restructuring vP correctly predicts that embedded anaphors become illicit when the matrix 
binder is removed, as in long passive. On the other hand, as shown in Takahashi (2010, 2011), 
embedded anaphors are possible in restructuring contexts with an additional causative, (6), (7). 
Since zibun is subject-oriented, Takahashi concludes that these cases, which also display the 
ARE, involve an embedded PRO, and thus propositional restructuring vP. In our account, how-
ever, binding is derived without an embedded PRO as shown in (8). Following Reuland (2005, 
2011), binding is not established directly between antecedent and anaphor but intermediated by a 
functional head, which is in an Agree relation with both antecedent and anaphor. The structure in 
(8) involves exactly such a configuration: the DAT Agrees with vR and vR Agrees with zibun 
(guaranteeing subject-orientation). Hence zibun is in an indirect dependency with the DAT, 
yielding the desired binding relation. Crucially, no embedded PRO subject is necessary, which 
allows us to maintain the simpler account of the ARE. 
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(1)  a. Taroo-wa sannin-no sensei-ni dareka-o susume-wasure-ta.  ∃»3»forget 
Taro-TOP three-GEN teacher-DAT someone-ACC recommned-forget-PAST *∃»forget»3 
‘Taro forgot to recommend someone to three teachers.’ 

 b. Context: I have a rule to get a receipt whenever I shop, but as for today ... 
  Boku-wa subete-no mise-kara resiito-o morai-wasure-ta ∀  » forget 

I-TOP all-GEN store-from receipt-ACC receive-forget-PAST *forget » ∀  
‘I forgot to get a receipt from every store.’ 

 c. John-wa subeto-no ringo-o tabe-wasure-ta ∀  » forget 
John-TOP all-GEN apple-ACC eat-forget-PAST *forget » ∀  
‘John forgot to eat all the apples.’  

(2) a. Mary-wa dareka-ga sannin-no sensei-ni susume-rare-ru ∃»3»can 
Mary-TOP someone-NOM three-GEN teacher-DAT recommend-can-PRES ∃»can»3 
‘Mary can recommend someone to three teachers.’ [Takano 2003: 793] 

 b. Taroo-wa me-ga 0.001-byoo-dake ake-rare-ru only » can 
Taro-TOP eye-NOM 0.001-second-only open-can-PRES %can » only 
‘Taroo can open his eyes only for 0.001 seconds.’ [Saito 2000, Takano 2003] 

 c. Kare-wa tyokoreeto-ga subete-no on'nanoko-kara mora-e-nai ∀  » not » can 
he-TOP chocolate-NOM all-GEN girl-from receive-can-NEG %not » can » ∀  
‘He cannot get a chocolate from all girls.’ 

 d.  Taro-ga koyubi-dake-ga mage-rare-ru no-wa sit-te-ita-ga, 
Taro-NOM pinkie-only-NOM crook-can-PRES NOMZ-TOP know-PROG-PAST-but, 

  (kare-ga) kusuriyubi-dake-ga mage-rare-ru no-ni-wa odoro-ita. 
(he-NOM) ring.finger-only-NOM crook-can-PRES NOMZ-DAT-TOP surprise-PAST 
‘I have known that Taro can crook only his pinkie but I am surprised that he can also 
crook only his ring finger.’ [Nomura 2005: 170]; only » can; can » only 

(3) a. LR: [vP=prop SUBJ [v’ [VP [vP=non-prop [VP OBJ V ] vR ] forget ] vMatrix ]] 
 b. FR: [ModP  [vP=prop  SUBJ  [v’ [VP  OBJ  V ] {v.POT} ]] {v.POT} ] 
 c. [TP   {NOM2} [ModP  {POT2}  [vP {NOM1} [vP  QP  [vP  SUBJ [v’ {POT1} VP ]]]]]] 
 d. NR: [VP  [vP  PRO [VP   OBJ.ACC  V ]  v.ACC ] V.POT ] 
(4) a.  [VP [v [VP OBJ [Case: __]  V ] vR [v: __, φ: __] ] forget] 
 b.  [v’ [VP  [vP [VP OBJ [Case: __]  V ] vR [v: __, φ: __] ] forget] v.AG, φ:__] 

     OBJ [Case: ACC]  vR [v: AG, φ: __] 
 c. [vP SUB [v’  [VP  [vP [VP OBJ [Case: ACC] V ] vR [v: AG, φ: SUB] ] forget] v.AG, φ: SUB]] 
(5) Amerika-de-wa kyodaina hanbaagaa-ga (*zibun-no) kodomo-ni atae-tuzuke-rare-tei-ru 

America-IN-TOP huge hamburger-NOM (*self-GEN) child-DAT give-continue-PASS-ASP-PAST 
 LIT. ‘In the US, huge hamburgers are continued to give self’s children.’ 
 INTENDED. ‘They1 continue to give huge hamburgers to their1 children in the US.’ 
(6) SenseiT-wa gakuseiS-ni sono-nyuusu-o zibunT/S-no zimoto-dake-e hookoku-sase-wasure-ta 

teacher-TOP student-DAT that-news-ACC SELF-GEN home-only-to report-cause-forget-PAST 
 ‘The teacherT

 

forgot to make the studentT

 

report the news only to hisT/S

 

home.’ 
 [Takahashi 2011: 249; (61)]; only » forget; *forget » only 

(7) TaroT-ga HanakoH-ni zibunT/H-no migite-dake-ga age-sase-rare-ta 
Taro-NOM Hanako-DAT SELF-GEN right.hand-only-NOM raise-cause-can-PAST 

 ‘TaroT could make HanakoH raise only hisT/herH right hand.’ only » can; can » only 
 [Takahashi 2010: 330; (21); Takahashi 2011: 23; (17)]  

(8) a. [vP  vR [v: __, φ: __] [VP  zibun…. ] ] 
 b. [VP  CAUSEE-DAT   [vP vR [v: __, φ: DAT] [VP  zibun…. ] ] ] CAUSEE values φ of vR  
   ➟ CAUSEE is subject of vR (v of vR valued by matrix v) 
 c. Agree #1: DAT » vR; Agree #2: vR » zibun  ➟ indirect binding of zibun by DAT 


